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Various space missions, including the Russian and Chinese interplanetary exploration collaboration in 2011 and the Phobos-
Grunt space project to be relaunched by the Chinese in 2025, carry a soil preparation system (SOPSYS), which is an instrument
used for scientific experiments. +e design and manufacture of this precision instrument require stringent manufacturing
processes and workflow of the highest quality, with every process in the project carefully monitored and controlled. All
processes should be completed within the deadline so that the space project can be launched at the scheduled time. +e colored
Petri net (CPN) modeling method can describe a variety of resource types and execution logic, and it can be formally verified.
Based on these advantages, we clearly describe the complex structure of the SPOSYS unit production process. In addition, we
use critical time and the 6 sigma system to evaluate the availability and reliability of workflows, and we use elimination and
simplification (ECRS) methods and constraint theory to improve the manufacturing process of the SOPSYS unit. We further
provide optimization theories, methods, and insights for workflow management in time-sensitive and independent
manufacturing systems.

1. Introduction

Workflow is a case-based term focusing on the logistics part
of a business. +e purpose of studying it is to ensure that
tasks are completed by the right people at the right time [1].
Such workflow has long been a trending topic since the
introduction of information systems in the 1990s. At that
time, information systems served as the tool to monitor,
control, and support the business process [2]. Today,
workflow-related research has been performed in a large
number of industries; for example, airport traffic simulations
[3], service industry [4], distributed manufacturing pro-
cesses [5], supply chain networks [6], and plastic plants [7].
Although the topic of workflow is discussed in almost every

industry, it has seldom been mentioned in space instrument
manufacturing processes, which are extremely complicated
and time-sensitive, and must be carefully managed. Hence, a
study on workflow simulation analysis for space instrument
manufacturing processes is imperative.

Petri net (PN) is a simulation tool developed by Dr. Carl
Adam Petri in his doctoral paper.+e classic Petri net, which
often refers to the original one, has three elements: place,
transition, and functions [8]. Mathematically, a Petri net can
be represented with a tuple (P, T, and F). P stands for a finite
set of places, T stands for a finite set of transitions, and F
stands for a finite set of functions. Places and transitionsmap
to buffers and activities. Functions involve the logical re-
lationship between places and transitions, and tokens that
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flow in the net can represent the state of the system. When
dealing with a complex system, the classical Petri net is often
insufficient for modeling such a system. +e colored Petri
net (CPN) introduced a new element—color—to the clas-
sical PN [9]. +e attributes of token can now be specified
through color, which helps exponentially enlarge the
complexity of the system that CPN can model. As a fully
developed modeling tool, CPN has been used in many in-
dustries, but its application in the space instrument
manufacturing process is limited.

Phobos-Grunt is a Russian space mission that launched
in 2011. However, the mission was not successful. One of its
systems is the soil preparation system, which was developed
by Hong Kong Polytechnic University [10]. +e space
mission is planned to refly in 2025, and it is, therefore,
necessary to examine every process of the mission and
ensure that the failure will not reoccur. +is case, therefore,
provides an opportunity to conduct research on the
spacecraft manufacturing process workflow management
using CPN.

+is paper focuses on analyzing the workflow of a space
instrument manufacturing process prior to the imple-
mentation stage through CPN modeling. It is imperative to
build an appropriate workflow model at the abstract level in
order to support process design and analysis [11]. +us, the
first focus of this paper is to present an appropriate CPN
model for a specific space instrument manufacturing pro-
cess. +is model should be appropriate, comprehensive
(considering both schedule and resources), and readable.
Secondly, for the purpose of presenting a workflow im-
provement method, this paper will use the data derived from
the case colored Petri net simulation to propose a new
workflow using an existing project scheduling model. +en,
another CPN model will be constructed to validate the
performance of the proposal. +e aim is to complete in time
and improve the resource utilization.

+is paper will contribute with respect to both practical
and academic contexts. +e practical contribution of this
paper would be the optimization of the Phobos-Grunt
SOPSYS delivery unit manufacturing process. +e Phobos-
Grunt space project is scheduled to relaunch in 2025. +ere
are less than five years left to prepare for the relaunch; hence,
every process in the project should be carefully monitored
and controlled. All processes must be completed within the
deadline so that the space project can be relaunched at the
scheduled time. +e academic contribution of this paper is
that it has reference value for other time-sensitive unit
manufacturing process optimization methods. +e CPN
modeling method we use can represent more complex
manufacturing processes. For example, the CPNmodel used
in this paper can clearly represent the delay time and rework
structure. In addition, CPN’s existing simulation software is
more integrated, and the model can be formally verified [12].
+is is something that traditional DAG and AOA cannot do.

2. Related Work

2.1. Workflow Optimization. Regarding the research of the
workflow optimization method, Dewan et al. [13] focus on

the task redesign process in workflow optimization. +e
study uses the case of IBM business information flow to
demonstrate the technique. Dewan et al. argue that job
bundling could be a useful approach to improve commu-
nication between tasks. +is point is quite useful in this
paper because during manufacturing processes, the rework
delay can be effectively reduced through good communi-
cation. +is is an example for task redesign. Another study
focuses on the workflow optimization approach itself and
presents a way to use FlowOpt in workflow optimization
processes [14]. +is process includes modeling, visualizing,
analyzing, and optimizing the production workflow. Simi-
larly, our paper will follow in the case modeling and analysis
using software optimization of the workflow. Crop et al. also
conducted a study on workflow optimization in the radio-
therapy industry [15].

Studies in workflow optimization have been conducted
in different industries. Dewan [13] optimized the workflow
of business information flow. Karlik et al. [16] used CPN
modeling and simulation methods to study the time and
throughput of data-aware workflows to reflect the actual
workload and gross profit of an enterprise over a period of
time. Yanhua Du et al. [17] used Petri nets and neural
networks in the development of an intelligent logic con-
troller for an experimental manufacturing plant to provide
the flexibility and intelligence required for this type of dy-
namic system. Kasemset [18] optimized the manufacturing
process in a paper package factory. However, one industry
has rarely been mentioned in the study of workflow opti-
mization, the aerospace industry. Essentially, there is no
comprehensive workflow optimization study that has been
conducted in the aerospace industry.

Various qualitative and quantitative methods have been
used to study workflow improvement. One paper package
manufacturing process study used the ARENA program to
model the workflow and evaluated the performance [18].
+is is a sound approach in verifying the credibility of the
optimization proposal, but the model built is too simple to
reflect a real-world case. +e study conducted by Dewan
et al. [13] uses a quantitative validation method. It developed
its own algorithm to calculate the delay per unit and cost per
delay time unit. +e algorithm is correct to some degree, but
it still works in a relatively abstract manner that is rather
difficult to understand. Crop et al. used Python-based dis-
crete event simulation software to simulate the process and
validated its ConWIP-based proposal [15].+e basic concept
of this software is to logically model the process from a
resource and time perspective. It is a reliable simulation tool
but is not suitable for modeling concurrent systems.

In a study conducted by Lv et al. [5], the authors use a
hierarchical CPN to model a distributed manufacturing
process. In this study, Petri net’s properties make it possible
to simulate the concurrency and synchronization of a sys-
tem. Hence, the hierarchical modeling approach can be
achieved through a hierarchical CPN. +is modeling tech-
nique is implemented in this paper.

Another common example of Petri net is in supply
chains. Wang et al. presented a Petri net implementation
method in a proactive resilient holistic supply chain network
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[6]. It presents the specific CPN structure built for the supply
chain network. +is is a solid approach to show the
establishing process of a CPN model. Although the study
provides a highly detailed design process of the modeling, it
is not validated through specific case data.

A CPN implication in a plastic manufacturing process
workflow management was conducted by Fung et al. [7].
+eir study placed substantial effort into describing how to
map the workflow elements into the CPNmodel. +is is also
the main focus of this study. Although this study presents a
highly detailed mapping theory regarding how to use CPN
elements to represent workflow elements, there are no data
to demonstrate that the model can actually generate real
data, such as delay time or resource utilization.

A CPN simulation has been implemented in an airport
pavement traffic case [3].+at study used the subnet concept
to establish the CPN model for the case. It first introduced
the concept of CPN and other extended CPNs, and then the
model for the case was developed. +e simulation data were
then collected; although the simulation data showed a
certain degree of flight delay, the study did not continue to
optimize the workflow.

We have reviewed the workflow optimization literature
related to this paper. A gap in the research area has been
identified: there is no workflow optimization study for
aerospace industry cases. Second, mixed qualitative and
quantitative workflow optimization methods have seldom
been demonstrated through simulations or algorithms.
+ird, we have summarized some effective viewpoints about
the realization of CPNs in workflow optimization research,
and we determined that discrete event simulation software
that can simulate concurrent systems should be the best
choice for modeling and analysis.

In this paper, we first introduced the basic concept of the
CPN and extended CPNS. +en, we explained the mapping
theory to map case workflow elements into CPN elements:
the CPN model will be developed with a bottom-up ap-
proach that involves constructing the entire process from the
substructure. Finally, we will collect and analyze several key
data in the manufacturing process and propose improve-
ment measures. +e contribution of this study is that we
make use of the relatively integrated software support of
CPN, the color set of the theoretical model, time modeling
and automatic verification, and other advantages to propose
and verify improvement suggestions through case studies.
Furthermore, the logic of this process is similar to the
manufacturing process of most time-sensitive single units,
and the same process and technology can be used in other
manufacturing systems to achieve workflow optimization.

3. Methodology

+e focus of this article is to use the CPN Tools simulation
optimization method to optimize the manufacturing process
of the SOPSYS delivery unit and provide a reference method
and framework for such process optimization relating to
space missions. +e method and framework are shown in
Figure 1. First, we sorted out the parameters involved in the
problem and used CPN Tools to build an initial model

according to the original scheme. We then simulate the
original model through the CPN Tools and extract the key
data in the simulation results; we use the key time analysis
method and the 6 sigma criterion to analyze the simulation
data; finally, we use the ECRS method and constraint theory
to obtain improvements. +is process is repeated until the
final scheduling strategy and resource allocations that meet
the project deadline.

3.1. CPN �eory and Formal Verification. Previously, we
illustrated that PN has been successfully used for modeling
[19]. Compared with DAG, CPN can express more com-
plicated process, such as or-split selection paths, and-join
parallel path, and defined relationships of resource depen-
dency and consumption and the characteristics of space-
time networks. Besides, the software support of CPN is
comparatively integrated; it supports substructuremodeling,
color sets of theoretical models, time modeling, and auto-
matic validation.

3.1.1. Petri Net �eory. To facilitate understanding, we have
summarized the meaning of the symbols in Table 1.

Various types of extended PN are defined as follows:

(1) A PN is a 5-tuple, PN � (P, T, F, W, M0) where
the PN structure N� (P, T, F, W) without any spec
specific initial marking is denoted byN.

(2) A CPN, R � P, T, C, I+, I− , M{ } where an item of C
(s) is called a color of s and C (s) is called the color set
of s.

(3) TPN was developed based on traditional PN. In TPN
(timed Petri net), each transition takes a “real time”

Modeling and 
parameter collection

Formal verification 
of timed CPN

Random simulation 
with CPN Tools

Output data

Improvement schemes 
(candidate substructure, 

resource allocation)

Make suggestions for 
improvement (ECRS, 

constraint theroy)

Input analysis
(6 sigma, critical time)

Completion time 
and reliability meet

requirments

New scheduling strategy

Yes

No

Figure 1: Research process.
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to fire (i.e., there is a firing time associated with each
transition of a net that determines the duration of the
firing of a transition [20]).

A conflict-free TPN is a pair Ntimed � (M, f), where M

is a conflict-free marked PN, M � (N, M0), Ntimed⟶ R+,
and R+ denotes the set of nonnegative real numbers [21].

(4) A timed CPN (TCPN) is a structure defined as
N � (P, T, F, W, M0, f, R), which is developed
based on the traditional PN, CPN, and TPN; hence, it
should contain all of the elements of these three
existing PNs. Besides that, a new element, priority for
different product or job R, is introduced for the new
PN in (1). In real cases, different products or different
production lines will adjust the processing sequence
based on its current significance, such as customer-
wanted date or the importance index of the
customers.

(5) Hierarchical TCPN (HTCPN) models the dynamic
evolution of a system [22]. It is composed of a set of
HTCPN subnets. +e definition for the HTCPN is
given as follows:

(a) An HTCPN is composed of a finite set of
HTCPN subnets (i.e., NHTCPN � NHTCPN1,

HTCPN2, . . . ,NHTCPNl}, where l is the num-
ber of classes that model the system dynamics.)

(b) NHTCPNi � −AiNTCPNi, Vi, M0i , where
Ai is the name of the subnet and NTCPNi is a
TCPN (following (4))

+e definition of the HTCPN subnet is based on the
identity structure of a certain network. In a complex
hierarchical system, when modeling from a holistic
perspective, there may be multiple alternate transitions,
and each is associated with a complex HTCPN termed
a subnet. Subnets allow a more specific and accurate
interpretation of the activities in the replacement
transformation. Each subnet can be thought of as a
unique integrated HTCPN, but its inputs and outputs
are closely tied to other subnets. +erefore, HTCPN can
reduce the complexity of modeling and improve
readability.

3.1.2. Petri Net Properties. For the verification of the
manufacturing process model, some properties and analysis
methods of the basic Petri net are used, among which the
properties involve reachability, boundedness, activity, and
fairness. A common analysis method is to construct the
reachability identification map of the Petri net, which can be
used to analyze the state of the network system and the
sequence of its occurrence in order to know the relevant
properties of the network system. Finally, rules based on
these properties are specified to achieve the purpose of
automatic formal verification. +e natural and formal ver-
ification theorems are as follows:

Definition 1. Reachability of the Backbone Process. Under
the network identifier M0, the only execution token E is in
the starting place of the process. After the limited sequence
of transitions, the network identifier arrives, and the only
execution token E is located in the last place of the process.

Definition 2. Reachability of Task Subprocess. In contrast to
the main process, one or more execution tokens E are in the
starting place of the process in the network identifier M′.
After a limited sequence of transitions, the network iden-
tifier M″ arrives, and all the execution tokens E are in the
ending place of the process. As a result, the subprocess of
tasks supports the multithreaded execution, and this sub-
process can simulate parallel and serial execution of mul-
tiuser, multirole, and multitask.

Definition 3. Activity. After adding a virtual line (transition
and the color of the input arc and output arc is the execution
token) between the place where the process starts and ends,
for any two libraries P1 and P2, if the execution token E is in
P1, after a limited transition sequence, E reaches P2. +at is,
only the CPN of the color set E is examined, at which point it
is degraded to the basic Petri network, which is verified by
the definition of its activity.

Definition 4. Fairness. After adding a virtual line (transition
and the color of the input arc and output arc is the execution
token) between the beginning place and the ending place of

Table 1: PN element interpretation.

PN
element Explanation

P P � p1, p2, . . . , pm , a finite set of places
T t1, t2, . . . , tn}, a finite set of transitions
F F⊆ (P × T)⋃ (T × P), a set of arcs (flow relations)
W ⟶ 1, 2, 3, . . .{ }, a nonempty and finite set of weightings for arcs
M0 P⟶ 1, 2, 3 , . . .{ }, P⋃T≠∅, P∩T≠∅, initial marking
C A colored function from P⋃T to W

I+, I− Forward (backward) incidence matrix of C × T, where I+(p, t) is a function from C(p) × C(t) to rmN, where N is the set of
nonnegative integers

M Initial marking of the net which is a vector of P, where M(p) is a function from C(p) to N

f Firing time function, which assigns the nonnegative (average) firing time f(t) to each transition t of the net
n +e number of classes that model the system dynamics
R Priority index for different products or jobs
Vi +e set of variables in NHTCPN
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the process, after a limited transition sequence, each place
has the opportunity to receive an execution token.

Definition 5. Reachable Marked Graph. +e reachable
identification set R ( M0) of a bounded Petri net is a finite
set. R ( M0) can be used as a vertex set, and a direct
reachability relationship between the identifiers is used to
form a directed graph. +is graph is termed a Petri net’s
reachable marking graph, and it can be used to analyze the
state changes and transition occurrence sequences of the
network system in order to know the relevant properties of
the network system.

Definition 6. Formal Verification Rules for Workflow.

Rule (1): stimulation of changes and changes in mul-
tiple sets of color examples to the place follow HTCPN.
Rule (2): in the initial state M0, the only execution
token E is in the starting place of the trunk process;
when the trunk process stimulates parallel transitions,
the unique execution token copies an execution token
for each branch, which is referred to as explicit defined
parallelism; when other types of control transitions
(serial, select, or loop) are fired, the unique execution
token remains unchanged and only behaves as a pass.
Rule (3): for task subprocesses, the operating mecha-
nism of serial, selection, or cyclic control changes is the
same as Rule (2). Parallel control changes need to be
classified and discussed.

Explicitly defined parallelism between a single execution
token, as in Rule (2); the implicit parallelism between
multiple execution tokens is a single branch of the CPN
graphic definition repeatedly. With the multiple execution
tokens, the same transitions are triggered multiple times
simultaneously. Dynamic, on-demand simultaneous crea-
tion of multiple execution tokens is involved, creating tasks
in parallel; the serialization of multiple execution tokens is a
single branch of the CPN graphic definition. With multiple
execution tokens, the same transitions are triggered in a

controlled manner multiple times. +is approach creates
multiple execution tokens dynamically, on demand, and
serially.

3.1.3. Steps for Modeling Method with HTCPN

Step 1. Outline the overview structure of the object-
distributed manufacturing network, and transform all
the elements into the above CPN elements to build up
first-level PN.
Step 2. Further define the subnet for the first-level
HTCPN.
Step 3. Check whether the subnet meets the above
definition and verification rules, and the subnets are
always the substitution for transition element of the last
level. If it meets the requirements, go to Step 5; oth-
erwise, go to Step 4.
Step 4. Modify the PN model structure to make it
conform to all definitions and rules, and go to Step 3.
Step 5. Repeat Step 2 until the transition elements are
not required for further development, which means
that the basic elements in a distributed manufacturing
network have been modeled.
Step 6. Ensure that all of the links between the levels are
consistent through the entire HTCPN.

3.2. Optimization Mathematical Model. According to the
steps of HCPN modeling in the previous section, if the
workflow is effective, it must meet the definition and rules of
PN. Next, we need to calculate the workflow completion
time of the current iteration under the condition that the
workflow is valid (meets the latest deadline and is reliable),
and we express the calculation process by means of a
mathematical model.

+e variable interpretation is shown in Table 2.
+e mathematical model is as follows:

Min T
SD

 , (1)

T
Avg ≤D, (2)

T
s
ijk ≥T

ESD
ijk ; i � (0, 1, 2, . . . , n), j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , μi( , k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , σij , (3)

T
f

ijk � T
s
ijk + T

e
ijk; i � (0, 1, 2, . . . , n), j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , μi( , k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , σij , (4)

T
f

ijk ≤T
LED
ijk ; i � (0, 1, 2, . . . , n), j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , μi( , k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , σij , (5)

T
i
cirtical � Max

jϵ 1, 2, ...,μi( )
kϵ 1, 2,...,σij( 

T
f

ijk , i � ( 1, 2, . . . , n), j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , μi( , k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , σij ,
(6)
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xijk(t) �
1, TaskUijk executed at time t,

0 c Otherwise,
 i � (0, 1, 2, . . . , n), j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , μi( , k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , σij ,

(7)



n

i�1


μi

j�1


σij

k�1
(t) · R

→r

(i, j, k)≤ R
→f

(t), (8)

Ts
ijk ≥Maxk′ϵPijk

Tf

ijk′
 , i � (0, 1, 2, . . . , n), j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , μi( , k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , σij , (9)

T
Avg

�


n
i�1 Ti

critical
n

, (10)

T
SD

�

������������������


n
i�1 Ti

critical − T Avg( 
2

n



. (11)

Equation (1) represents the objective function of the
mathematical model. +e purpose of using the mini-
mized standard deviation as the target value is to provide
a basis for the reliability analysis in the following section;
equation (2) indicates that the average value of all
workflow simulation results must be less than the project
deadline; equation (4) is used to calculate the completion
time of the task, and equations (3) and (5) define the time
window constraint of the task Uijk; that is, the start time
of the task is later than the earliest start time of the task
and the end time. It must be earlier than the latest end
time of the task. Among them, TESD

ijk and TLED
ijk can be

calculated according to the start time and deadline of the
space project, and we will explain this in detail in the
experimental analysis section. In equation (6), we use the

concept of completion time of the critical substructure
consistent with the following sections to represent the
completion time of the entire workflow; in equation (7),
xijk(t) represents the decision variable, and when the task
Uijk is executed at time t, xijk(t) is equal to 1; otherwise,
xijk(t) is equal to 0; the resource limit is defined in
equation (8) and represents the resources required for
task execution at any time that cannot exceed the re-
sources currently owned; equation (9) expresses the
timing constraint relationship between tasks—the cur-
rent task can only be executed after the execution of all
previous tasks is complete; equations (10) and (11)
represent the calculation process of the average and
standard deviation of workflow completion time,
respectively.

Table 2: Mathematical variable interpretation.

Symbol Description
n +e number of workflows
W +e set of workflows W � W1, W2, . . . , Wn 

Wi +e ith workflow in the workflow set
μi +e number of substructures in the workflow Wi

Vi +e set of substructures in workflow Wi, Vi � Vi1, Vi1, . . . , Viui
 

Vij +e jth substructure of workflow Wi

σij +e number of tasks of substructure Vij

Uij +e task set of substructureVij, Uij � Uij1, Uij2, . . . , Uijσij
 

Uijk +e kth task in the substructure Uij

Pijk Predecessor set of task Uijk

D Deadline for the project
m +e number of resource types
R
→f

(t) +e resource vector owned at the current time t R
→f

(t) � R
f
1 (t), R

f
2 (t), . . . , R

f
m(t) 

R
→r

(i, j, k) Resource vector required for task Uij execution R
→r

(i, j, k) � Rr
1(i, j, k), Rr

2(i, j, k), . . . , Rr
m(i, j, k) 

Te
ijk Time required for task Uijk to execute

Ts
ijk Time when task Uijk started to execute

T
f

ijk Time when task Uijk execution ends
TESD

ijk +e earliest start time of the task Uijk (calculated according to the project start time)
TLED

ijk +e latest end time of the task Uijk (calculated according to the project deadline)
Ti
criticalw Time to complete the critical path of workflow Wi

T Avg Average completion time of all workflows
T SD Standard deviation of completion time
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3.3. Analysis Methods. In this section, we will introduce
some methods that will be used in the simulation analysis
process.

3.3.1. 6 Sigma System. To ensure the reliability of the
manufacturing process, the 6 sigma system was introduced
to the simulation iteration.

+e 6 sigma model is shown in Figure 2. +e USL and
LSL are the limits of this system. If the result is normally
distributed, the distribution diagram is within the acceptable
range of plus or minus three sigma, which is the standard
deviation [23], and the results located outside the area will be
0.135% [24]. Hence, if the company wishes to maintain the
service level target at 99.865%, the data derived from the case
CPN simulation require a new workflow; the 6 sigma system
was introduced to the simulation iteration to control the
completion time before the project deadline. 6 sigma has
been demonstrated to be an effective management frame-
work and methodology for improving operation workflows
in industry [25, 26]; various quality systems in engineering
and service industry use this systematic approach to im-
plement quality standards for process control and moni-
toring. Our case study of space instruments, hence, makes
use of this strategy to improve the detailed operations, from
simulation to implementation of the quality management
system [27, 28]: it follows DMAIC (Define, Measure, An-
alyze, Improve, and Control). Define, Measure, and Analysis
are carried out through simulations of workflow changes
described in Section 6.1, and Improve and Control are
performed with elimination and simplification following
Control of critical resources and allocation of assemble,
rework, and inspection tasks, as illustrated in Section 6.2.

3.3.2. Critical Time Analysis. During the initial design phase
of the manufacturing process, each task is assigned to the
theoretically earliest start date (TESD), which is the earliest
time that a task can begin without considering resource
constraints.+e start time of each task cannot be earlier than
TESD because some tasks need to wait for the predecessor to
complete execution.+e TESD of each task can be calculated
according to equation (12), and the LTn represents the
execution time of task n:

TESDn+1 � TESDn + LTn. (12)

+e latest start date (LSD) is another important data
point to analyze. +e LSD of the task is calculated forward
according to the deadline for the entire process. If the task
cannot be initiated before the latest start time, the entire
system may not be completed within the specified deadline.
+e LSD of each task can be calculated according to the
following equation:

LSDn � LSDn+1 − LTn. (13)

+rough the TESD and LSD of each task, we can cal-
culate the time window of each task, which is LSD-TESD. If
there is a task in the simulation results that cannot be
completed within the time window, the task is the key object

to be analyzed. +e specific situation will be introduced in
detail in Section 5.

3.3.3. ECRS Method. +e ECRS method is one of the most
fundamental activity processing tools in industrial engi-
neering [18]. +e letter E stands for elimination of unnec-
essary work, C for combination of operations, R for activity
sequence rearrangement, and S for necessary work simpli-
fications. +ese four principles have been implemented in
many industries. +e ECRS method has been used in ice
cream manufacturing processes [29], electronic
manufacturing industries [30], etc.

+e ECRS method will be the base principle for this
improvement proposal. For every critical issue, this dis-
sertation will attempt was proposed by Dr. Goldratt in 1990
[29]. +is theory was developed for optimized production
technology, focusing on identifying the constraints inhib-
iting the successful processing of the workflow and then
solving them. +e theory of constraints lists eight rules for
manufacturing process planning:

(a) Balance logistics or material instead of balance
capacity.

(b) Noncritical resource utilization is decided by the
system constraints instead of its own potential
capacity.

(c) High resource utilization does not necessarily mean
that the system is working in an efficient manner.

(d) Delays in critical path usually mean delays to the
entire system.

(e) Saving time or resources in noncritical paths often
has no positive impact on the system.

(f ) Critical paths normally will decide most properties
of the system, for example, the system lead time,
system productivity, and inventory.

(g) Batch size should vary with time.
(h) Priority should be designed based on the system

constraints. Early finished tasks are not resulted
from the initial design but the processing of the plan.

+ose eight rules mention a particularly important
improvement criterion and the critical path, and provide
substantial inspiration for the improvement of our workflow

μ 1σ–1σ 2σ 3σ 4σ 5σ 6σ–2σ–3σ–4σ–5σ–6σ

LSL USL

Figure 2: Six sigma.
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structure. We will elaborate upon specific improvement
measures in the experimental result analysis section.

4. Case Modeling and Simulation

4.1. Case Description. In the case of application, the space
mission is to explore Phobos, which is one of the two
moons that orbit around Mars. +e Phobos-Grunt mission
planned to land on Phobos to retrieve samples for the
purpose of scientific research and also to serve as an il-
lustration for future sample-retrieving space missions [31].
+e mission failed because the spacecraft never managed to
leave the earth’s orbit [32]. +e second attempt of the
Phobos-Grunt mission is planned in 2025 with minor
amendments, which makes the research focus of this paper
not only illustrative, but also practical. +e architecture of
the Phobos-Grunt soil preparation system (SOPSYS) to be
landed on Phobos is shown in Figure 3 [10]. +e actuator E
will first deliver the sample particles inside the spacecraft
for analysis and then deliver the debris outside the
spacecraft into space. +e study focus is Part E’s
manufacturing process.

+e delivery unit E consists of five parts, and the code
name for the parts in its manufacturing process is
PART0030 (delivery motor with encoder), PART0031 (sieve
encoder PCB), PART0032 (sieve encoder receiver),
PART0033 (sieve encoder LED), and PART0034 (delivery
chamber). One subpart of CPN0012 (delivery encoder) is
assembled with PART0031 and PART0032. +e delivery
units deliver the sample particles into the spacecraft and
deliver debris into space.

+ere are five parts that must be purchased or man-
ufactured throughout the process; the sequence is shown
in Figure 4. +ere are 5 engineers, 4 operators, and 1
inspector in this process. +e entire process begins with
the initial design of CPN0005 (the Phobos-Grunt SOPSYS
delivery unit). After the CPN0005 is designed, 4 tasks can
then start to proceed simultaneously: the detailed speci-
fication of PART0030 and PART0033, the design and
budgeting of CPN0012, and the design, budgeting, and
test equipment design of PART0034. Purchasing
PART0030 and PART0033 comes after the detail speci-
fication, and purchasing PART0031 and PART0032 comes
after the design of CPN0012. PART0034 is the only part
that needs to be in-house manufactured. +e
manufacturing of PART0034 will begin immediately after
its design phase. After every purchasing, manufacturing,
and assembly process, there will be an inspection process
to ensure its quality. Hence, when PART0030, PART0031,
PART0032, and PART0033 are received and PART0034 is
manufactured, they need to be inspected to proceed to the
later assembly process. After PART0031 and PART0032
are inspected, CPN0012 will then be assembled, and an-
other inspection comes after it. Finally, PART0030,
CPN0012, PART0033, and PART0034 will be assembled
together into CPN0005, which will be tested and
inspected. +e network flow of the entire original
manufacturing process and required resources are shown
in Table 3.

4.2. Mapping Workflow Elements into CPN. In this section,
we will describe the basic workflow structure of the HCPN
[33], thus formalizing the SOPSYS process model. First, we
mapped between the Phobos-Grunt SOPSYS delivery unit
manufacturing process case and CPN, as shown in Table 4.

According to the description of (1) in the first part of the
Methodology section, P � p1, p2, ..., pm , with a finite
number of places (nodes). Places in this CPN can be
imagined as a warehouse between different tasks that holds
the material along the manufacturing process and the staff
pool that provides human resources. Two different places do
not necessarily have to be two different physical locations
because places are defined by the tokens they are holding.

T � t1, t2, ..., tn  is a finite transition that represents the
dynamic process of advancing from one node to the next,
due to certain conditions or rules being met. By defining the
tasks as a transition, we can naturally model the resources
and products as tokens in the CPN. Tokens in the CPN can
represent the resources and products consumed and pro-
duced along the PN. For example, for the task PART0032,
the inspection requires one inspector and one uninspected
PART0032 to produce an inspected PART0032. Two tokens
are the prerequisite for this transition, one represents the
inspector, and one represents the uninspected PART0032. In
the firing process of this transition, these two tokens are
consumed, and two new tokens are generated. Conse-
quently, one token representing the inspected PART0032
will be ready for its next transition, and another token
representing an idle inspector will be generated for its next
transition.

In the SOPSYS model, different colors represent various
types of things; therefore, the color can be the thing it stands
for. In this case modeling, there are four colors in total. Each
color represents a type of resource or token.+e three colors
are color engineer, color operator, and color inspector.

f � (REFT : T⟶ IN, RLFT: T⟶ IN⋃∞) repre-
sents functions describing the relative earliest and the rel-
ative latest firing times of the transitions, where clearly
REFT(t) ≤RLFT(t) for each t ∈ T, where IN is the set of
naturals (including 0). In the context of SOPSYS, the relative
earliest firing time and the relative latest firing time of the
transitions are firing domains of enabled transitions. +e
definition of REFT and RLFT differs on transitions with
different colored types [14].
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Figure 3: Architecture of SOPSYS.
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HTCPN � (Ai, NTCPNi, Vi, M0i
) is an HCPN model

that characterizes the hierarchical model of the SOPSYS.
+is paper will construct a CPN model using a bottom-up
approach. +e subprocess will be modeled as a subnet, and
the subnet will be drawn as a transformation in the CPN

overview [34]. In this case, the HCPN does not apply to
resources being modeled into the CPN; therefore, it is
difficult to find a single port subnet. However, developing a
model using a bottom-up approach can improve the
readability of the CPN.+e first step is to build a simple CPN
for different subprocesses.

+ere are five parts in total. Two parts have the same
process and can be described in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, PART0030 and PART0033 both
begin from a place name P1 (different places in the final
CPN). +e first transition is specification, which consumes
tokens from P1 and Engineer. Token in P1 stands for the
status where PART0030 or PART0033 is ready to be

Table 3: Manufacturing process and required resources.

ID Task name Duration (days) Predecessor Resource name (number)
1 1. CPN0005 100
2 1.1. Initial design phase CPN0005 40 Designer (2)
3 1.2. PART0030 38
4 1.2.1. Detail specification PART0030 5 2 Designer (2)
5 1.2.2. Purchase PART0030 30 4
6 1.2.3. Inspection PART0030 3 5 Inspector (1)
7 1.3. CPN0012 34
8 1.3.1. Design & cost CPN0012 7 2 Designer (2)
9 1.3.2. Purchase PART0031 21 8
10 1.3.3. Purchase PART003 5 8
11 1.3.4. Inspection PART0031 1 9 Inspector (1)
12 1.3.5. Inspection PART0032 3 10 Inspector (1)
13 1.3.6. subassembly CPN0012 2 11, 12 Operator (1)
14 1.3.7. Inspection CPN0012 3 13 Inspector (1)
15 1.4. PART0033 23
16 1.4.1. Detail specification PART0033 5 2 Designer (2)
17 1.4.2. Purchase PART0033 15 16
18 1.4.3 Inspection PART0033 3 7 Inspector (1)
19 1.5. PART0034 21
20 1.5.1. Design & test CPN0034 8 2 Designer (2)
21 1.5.2. Manufacturing PART0034 10 20 Operator (2)
22 1.5.3. Inspection PART0034 3 21 Inspector
23 1.6. Assembly CPN0005 8 16, 14, 18, 22 Operator (4)
24 1.7. Test CPN0005 7 23 Inspector (4)
26 1.8. Inspection CPN0005 7 24 Inspector

1.3.1. Detail & cost
PART0012

1.2.1. Detail specification
PART0030

1.
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PART0033
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CPN0012

1.3.7 Inspeection 
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1.7. Test assembly
CPN0005

1.8. Inspection
CPN0005

1.4. PART0033

1.2. PART0030

1.3. CPN0012

1.5. PART0034

Critical
Critical summary

Noncritical
Summary

Figure 4: Manufacturing process.

Table 4: Mapping between case and CPN.

Workflow element CPN element
Tasks Transitions
Resources and products Tokens
Types of resources and products Colors
Warehouse and staff pool Places
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specified. Token in Engineer stands for engineers that are
available for the task. After the transition specified is fired,
new tokens will be generated into P2 and Engineer. Newly
generated tokens in P2 have the same color set as the tokens
consumed from P1, which stands for the status of the
product. Newly generated tokens in Engineer have the same
color set as the tokens in Engineer, which stands for available
engineers. Similarly, transition inspections consume prod-
uct status color tokens from P3 inspector color token from
place Inspector and generate product status color token into
P4 and inspector color token back to place Inspector.

Two other parts also share the same process, which is
shown in Figure 6.

PART0031 and PART0032 begin immediately after the
design of CPN0012, and therefore, the only difference here is
that this process does not have a specification transition.

+e only special process is PART0034. +e process of
PART0034 is shown in Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7, PART0034 is in-house manufac-
tured, which requires operators in the manufacturing process.
+e operator color token will be consumed from the place
Operator, and the product status color token will be con-
sumed from P2. New operator color tokens will be generated
back to the place Operator, and new product status color
tokens will be generated into P3 for further processing.

+e process of CPN0012 can be modeled as follows.
Figure 8 shows the subnet for the process ofCPN0012.+ere

are two aspects to be noticed in the subprocess of CPN0012.+e
first is that P2 now provides tokens for both PART0031 and
PART0032, and these two transitions can be fired concurrently.
+us, P2 must have two tokens in place to trigger both tran-
sitions.+e next aspect is that two places of Inspector in Figure 7
are the same and contain only a limited number of inspectors. In
this case, there is only one inspector available.

+ere are four places at the beginning of the middle
stream to differentiate the four processes; otherwise, one of
the transitions might be fired multiple times and other
transitions will not be fired at all. If the tokens standing for
the products status are divided into four types, which can
represent four different subparts, then a more readable CPN
can be established, as in Figure 9. +e transition subpart is a
complicated subnet containing all processes of the four
parts. It is plotted as a transition to increase the readability of
the CPN, but it is not a single port subnet, and therefore, it
cannot be simulated in this manner.

4.3. CPN Tools Modeling. CPN Tools is a software tool for
editing, simulating, and analyzing CPNs [35]. CPN Tools can
simulate the performance of the model in real time. +e
declaration in CPN Tools defines the data type in the CPN
model [36].+e declaration of the CPN Tools model is shown

at the bottom right of Figure 10. When modeling a CPN into
CPN Tools, the structure of the net must be modified. It is
necessary to model the CPN with the computer logic. +e
structural modification includes the construction of the fol-
lowing parameters: real-time element, setting place color set,
rework structure, and construction of output transition.

Real-Time Elements. +e real-time element is integrated into
the CPN Tools model through adding a time lag to tran-
sitions. Figure 10 shows how to achieve this.

+e syntax for implementing real-time is @+ (time).
Figures 4–10 indicate that transition Inspect will take 7 units
of real time to fire. If the timed token consumed in this
transition is (elements in a color set) @t, the newly generated
token would be (elements in a color set) @ (t+ 7).

Define Color Groups. A place can only hold certain types of
tokens. In the left-hand side of Figure 10, the text “inspector”
in the lower-right corner indicates its color setting. If there
are multiple types of tokens in one place, their color set
should be specifically defined as a list of token types. If a
place holds more than one type of token, its color set should
be specially defined as lists of token types. A list is a tuple
containing variables from different color sets. For example,
in this case, if a place represents a pool of staff for all three
types of worker (engineers, operators, and inspectors), the
elements in the color set here are (e, O, and I).

As shown in the left-hand side of Figure 10, the task
before an inspection will randomly generate an integer token
with a value ranging from 1 to 100. +e model assumes that
all these tasks will have a scrap rate or rework rate of 5%.
+us, the code segment of the inspection transition will use
value 5 as the differentiator of a good product and a bad
product. If the value is less than or equal to 5, then a token
with color bool value false will be generated into the next
place. +is will not trigger anything further ahead. In the
meantime, another token with color value true will be
generated into the rework place. +is token will trigger the
rework transition, which will send the M token back before
the task before inspection. If the randomly generated value is
greater than 5, then the process moves forward as expected.

An additional transition must established in the CPN to
export the performance data. +e transition is shown at the

P1 Specified P2 Purchase P3 Inspect P4

Engineer Inspector

Figure 5: Subprocess of PART0030 and PART0033.

Purchase InspectP1 P2 P3

Inspector

Figure 6: Subprocess CPN for PART0031 and PART0032.

P1 P2Specified P3Manu

OperatorEngineer Inspector

Inspect P4

Figure 7: Subprocesses CPN of PART0034.
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P1 Design P4P2

Engineer Operator Inspector

InspectAssembly P5P2Inspector

PART0031

PART0032

Figure 8: Subprocess CPN of CPN0012.

P1 Design P2 Subpart P6 Assembly P10 Test P11 Inspect P12

Engineer Operator Inspector

Figure 9: CPN model for the whole process.

Dedarations
Standard priorities
Standard declarations

colset UNIT
colset BOOL
colset INT
colset INTINF
colset TIME = time;
colset REAL
colset STRING

colset INSPECTOR = with I timed;
colset OPERATOR = with O timed;
colset MATERIAL = with M timed;
fun Mtime() = ModelTime .time();
fun Mtime() = ModelTime .toString(Mtime()): string;
fun StoT(t:string) = ModelTime .maketime(t);

colset DESIGNER = with D timed;
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Figure 10: Rework structure and output transition.
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top right-hand side of Figure 10. After CPN0005, the de-
livery unit is inspected and confirmed qualified; then, the
token in the final place (indicating a finished delivery unit)
will be consumed in another transition referred to as
“monitor.” +is monitor transition will consume the token
and report the time stamp attached to the token, which is the
total lead time.

In summary, we model the mainstream process as CPN
and describe the rework structure, and the inspection has
been modeled as a normal transition, which will drive the
process forward. Furthermore, according to Definitions 1–6,
the model meets all formal verification rules. +e complete
model is given in Figure 11.

5. Simulation Result and Analysis

5.1. Simulation Result. +e data type has already been in-
troduced in the previous section, and the model will be
simulated 10,000 times to ensure all possible conditions could
occur. +e rework rate for each task before an inspection is
5%, which is one out of 20. +ese types of tasks appear three
times at most in one work stream.+ree tasks in the CPN0012
workflow stream need to be inspected. Hence, if the rework
situation is uniformly distributed, the likelihood of it oc-
curring three times in a row is 20 ∗ 20 ∗ 20� 8000. Simu-
lating the CPN 10,000 times will theoretically generate the
results for most possible conditions.

After 10,000 repeats of the simulation, the average lead
time is 118.06 days. +e best possible lead time is 109 days
where resources are perfectly allocated and all tasks have
been approved by inspection for just one time (see Tables 4
and 5 for detailed indicators). However, the deadline for this
project is 100 days; therefore, it cannot meet the demands,
and the process should be improved.

5.2. Result Analysis

5.2.1. Analysis of Critical Time. Based on the simulation
results, we summarize the data on the start time as shown in
Table 5. Before visualizing all the summed data, the actual
earliest starting date (AESD), theoretical earliest starting
date (TESD), and latest starting date (LSD) should be
compared. +e DELAY value is equal to AESD-TESD, in-
dicating how much the actual start time is later than TESD,
which may be due to resource constraints that are not
theoretically earliest. +e FAIL value is equal to AESD-LSD.
When the FAIL value is greater than 0 (marked in red), it
indicates that the actual start time of the task is greater than
the latest start time of the task, which will inevitably cause
the completion time of the entire system to exceed the
specified time range. WINDOW is equal to LSE-TESD,
which represents the buffer time of the task (i.e., the task
starts on any day within the time window, and the entire
manufacturing system will not exceed the specified com-
pletion time). If the DELAY value is greater thanWINDOW,
the manufacturing process cannot be completed on time,
which is the same as the judgment using the FAIL value.

After comparing and listing all these data, we analyze
them visually, as shown in Figure 12.

+e last three tasks in the process have the same FAIL
value because these three tasks are a simple one-stream
process. +us, it is the previous tasks that result in the
positive FAIL value.

I0030 is an interesting task.+e data show that I0033 has
a FAIL value of 1, which means that this task can only begin
one day after being scheduled. Its preceding resource-re-
quired task is S 0030. +e data show that the FAIL value for
S0030 is 0, which means that it is not S0030s fault that I0030
is late. +erefore, the only possible cause of the lateness of
I0033 should be the limited Inspector resource.

I0012 is another failed task. +e logic for analyzing task
I0012 is the same as for I0033. +e previous resource-re-
quired task has a FAIL value of −4 and the shortage of
Inspector for task I0012 will, therefore, be solely responsible
for the failure. +us, critical issue one is caused by the
shortage of inspectors.

Five of the tasks have no window at all. +is is not
acceptable, particularly when there are two tasks that might
require rework. If any of the no-window tasks are reworked,
the total service level will at least decrease to 95%, which is
the service level for this task.

We have observed that most tasks have a delay time more
than their windows. +is could be due to many reasons.
Consider the logic of the CPN; there are only three possible
reasons for this: rework, limited resources, and bad workflow
structure design. Yet, if we examine in further detail, tasks
involving engineers generally have a delay time similar to or
less than the window. Most of the delay problems occur for
the inspectors. +us, the most important resource shortage
that causes this critical issue is also the shortage of inspectors.

5.2.2. Analysis about Reliability. To analyze reliability, we
have calculated the following data, as shown in Table 6. We
summarize the standard deviation (STD) and the average
start time (AVG) of the simulation results, where FAIL is the
difference between AVG and LSD, and FAIL + 3 ∗ STD is
calculated based on the 6 sigma system.

Figure 13 lists a couple of critical issues.+e 6 sigma system
was introduced in the previous section. If the service level is set
to 99.865%, the value of FAIL+3 ∗ STD must be negative.
Unfortunately, there are only four tasks that reach the standard.

We have observed that with the exception of I0034 and
I0032, almost all inspection tasks have a relatively large
standard deviation. Because inspection work is relatively
short and predecessors of inspection tasks for different
components may not end at the same time, the shortage of
inspectors does not cause all inspection tasks to have a large
standard deviation, and this is because of potential rework.
I0032 has a much smaller standard deviation because the
purchase process is rapid. I0034 is a similar case.

6. Improvement Strategy

Here, we will use the ECRS method and theory of con-
straints that was introduced in the Methodology section to
propose improvements and suggest new scheduling
strategies.
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6.1. Workflow Structure. According to the theory of con-
straints, the critical path should first be identified, and then
the entire system should be analyzed step by step.+e stream
of PART0030 is the critical path where all the tasks in it have
no window at all.+e stream of CPN0012 also has a relatively
small window, which could be focused on after the

PART0030 stream. PART0033 and PART0034 have a rel-
atively large window, which means that their priorities are in
last place.

+e workflow structure of PART0030 must be changed
because the rework rate will directly lead to the total process
reliability being less than 95%. +is can be overcome
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Figure 11: Original CPN model.
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through buffer times using the ECRS method, and one of
which is to change the strategic objective in sourcing and,
thus, alter the current suppliers. Suppliers who can deliver
the product sooner are preferred. Several models, such as
Kraljic’s model [37] and the strategic SRM model [38], can
support this process. Yet, most of the time, a shorter lead
time will lead to worse quality, which will increase the re-
work rate. Another way to reduce purchase time is to

provide technical support, such as via engineers or machines
for the supplier. Studies have demonstrated that providing
technical and resource support can improve the supplier
performance in terms of quality and lead time [37]. +us,
engineers can be sent to the supplier to help develop and
make PART0030. +is approach can also eliminate the
inspection task in that engineers that are assisting the
purchasing process can help to ensure product quality.

6.2. Assemble, Rework, and Inspection. +e appropriate
strategy for eliminating rework has already been presented
in the previous section. One of the best ways to mediate the
negative impact of rework is to find a way to eliminate it.+e
best possible approach is to send engineers to suppliers to
assist with the production process. +is strategy has three
theoretical positive impacts. +e following decisions can be
made based on the ECRS method.

One is that the incoming products do not need to be
inspected anymore because engineers assisting the pro-
duction process can do the job instead. +e other positive
impact is that there will not be any rework risk at all because
the production is under inspection for the entire time.

An alternative is to have inspectors doing inspection
along the assembly and test tasks. +ese two tasks might
need more time for completion because of quality control,
but the risk of large-scale rework is eliminated. +en, the
task assembly and test will need a longer and more variable
time for completion.

With the improvement strategy proposed, the new
model is then simulated, and the execution time of each task
and the number of various personnel is randomly generated.
During this process, the 6 sigma system is still used as a
neighborhood search rule to generate higher-quality can-
didate solutions to determine the manufacturing time and
number of people for each task. Finally, the simulation
results of the new manufacturing process are compared with
the original model, and the results are as follows.

6.3. Result Comparison. According to the improvement
suggestions, we have established a new scheduling scheme.
+e model is placed in Figure 14, and the data are sum-
marized in Tables 7 and 8.

Table 5: Data summary.

Task AESD TESD LSD DELAY FAIL WINDOW
D0012 40 40 44 0 −4 4
D0034 40 40 57 0 −17 17
S0030 40 40 40 0 0 0
S0033 40 40 55 0 −15 15
A0005 87 78 78 9 9 0
A0012 69 69 73 0 −4 4
M0034 42 42 65 0 −23 23
T0005 95 86 86 9 9 0
I0005 102 93 93 9 9 0
I0012 81 71 75 10 6 4
I0030 77 75 75 2 2 0
I0031 68 68 72 0 −4 4
I0032 52 52 70 0 −18 18
I0033 65 65 75 0 −10 10
I0034 59 59 75 0 −16 16
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Figure 12: ESD comparison.

Table 6: Reliability data.

Task AVG LSD FAIL STD 6 sigma
D0012 42.01 44 −1.99 2.24 4.73
D0034 42.8 57 −14.2 2.89 −5.53
S0030 42.38 40 2.38 2.76 10.66
S0033 42.3 55 −12.7 2.75 −4.45
A0005 95.28 78 17.28 10.56 48.96
A0012 84.55 73 11.55 7.06 32.73
M0034 45.69 65 −19.31 5.03 −4.22
T0005 103.67 86 17.67 10.68 49.71
I0005 110.67 93 17.67 10.68 49.71
I0012 88.23 75 13.23 5.97 31.14
I0030 83.72 75 8.72 5.1 24.02
I0031 82.7 72 10.7 5.36 26.78
I0032 54.58 70 −15.42 3.54 −4.8
I0033 80.85 75 5.85 6.39 25.02
I0034 63.06 75 −11.94 5.12 3.42
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Figure 13: 6 sigma analysis.
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Figure 14: Optimized CPN model proposed.

Table 7: ESD comparison.

Task AESD TESD LSD DELAY FAIL WINDOW ALSD WDELAY
OTLT 109 100 100 9 9 0 202 102
NTLT 79 76 100 3 −21 24 131 31
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As shown in Table 7, the NTLT performs much better
in every aspect. +e actual earliest starting date improves
by 38%. +e DELAY value for NTLT is smaller than
OTLT, which means that the process runs more efficiently
due to the provision of sufficient resources. +e FAIL
value for NTLT is now negative and, thus, it is now
possible to complete the task on time. NTLT also has a
window, which means that it is not tightly scheduled;
hence, there is spare time to cope with emergencies such
as rework.+eWDELAY for NTLT is substantially shorter
than OTLT, and therefore, the worst possible conditions
for the new workflow will perform much better than the
old one.

As shown in Table 8, the average lead time is significantly
reduced for the new workflow.+e FAIL value now becomes
negative and the process is, hence, more likely to succeed.
+ere is also a slight reduction in standard deviation for the
new workflow; thus, the new process does a better job in risk
control. +e 6 sigma value drops from over 50 to approx-
imately 6. +is is a demonstration of how reliable this
process becomes comparing to the old workflow. +e new
workflow lies in the plus and minus two sigma range and
there is, therefore, a 95% successful rate for the entire
process.

7. Conclusion

+is paper has presented an approach for analyzing and
improving the workflow for the Phobos-Grunt SOPSYS
delivery unit manufacturing process via a colored Petri net
(CPN).

First, the gap of the current study in workflow opti-
mization and CPN implementation was identified. +ere is
no implication of CPN in the literature available for a space
project workflow optimization.+is paper filled this gap by
presenting a comprehensive approach to analyze, opti-
mize, and validate an existing time-sensitive, single unit,
space instrument manufacturing workflow via a CPN.
Second, this paper constructed a CPN model for the
specific case. Some extended CPN theories were intro-
duced to support the construction model. We have pro-
posed a framework and method of analysis for the
construction of the model. For example, a CPN structure
for rework logic is developed to simulate the real case.
+ird, this research generated an improvement proposal
according to the simulation data: the ECRS method and
theory of constraints theories are used for generating the
proposal.

+e first practical implication of this work is the
Phobos-Grunt SOPSYS delivery unit manufacturing
process itself. +e ultimate goal of this study is to reduce
the manufacturing process lead time in the space project.

+e results of the study have demonstrated its achieve-
ment. +is research helps avoid the potential failure in the
SOPSYS delivery unit manufacturing process and im-
proves the reliability of it with a well-developed im-
provement strategy. +e second implication of this study is
its extended value for all the other normal time-sensitive
single-unit manufacturing processes. Although the case
modeling focuses on the Phobos-Grunt SOPSYS delivery
unit manufacturing process, the logic of the process is
similar to most other time-sensitive single-unit
manufacturing processes. +e same process and tech-
niques can be used in other manufacturing systems for
workflow optimization purposes in various space missions
to the moon, Mars, and other planets.

Due to the relatively specific research background of this
article, the data related to resources and time were obtained
from the real SOPSYS unit manufacturing system. For this
precise and customized instrument manufacturing process,
accurate resource positioning must be achieved. Second,
resource management systems often need to be manually
modified for emergencies and resiliences. +e resource
management system could be built for a long-term, stable,
and resource-intensive manufacturing system: the frame-
work and techniques for building such a system are being
further refined and developed using this case study’s results
as a basis. Overall, our research has provided some theory
and experiences for workflow optimization in various space
missions in future.

Data Availability

+e data used in the article have been given in Table 3 of
Section 4. +e background information support this study
can be found in “Polyu.edu.hk (2015) life on mars? award-
wining polyu device could dig up the answer” (https://www.
polyu.edu.hk/openingminds/en/story.php?sid=3).
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